HABSBURG DISCUSSION NETWORK

INSIGHTS AND FUTURE PLANS

HABSBURG Discussion Network is devoted to the history and culture of the former Habsburg lands and their peoples from 1500 to the present. Founded in October 1991, it was the first Internet discussion group dedicated to a historical theme. Since the mid of the 1990s it has been part of the H-Net community. Currently it has over 1,700 subscribers from around the world and sends out regularly announcements on conferences, grants and scholarships as well as call for papers and publishes book reviews. The newest project launched this spring is the HABSBURG Syllabi project.

In Vienna on June 5th, 2018 the editors will be coming together from USA, England and Austria. This is an open invitation to join them in a workshop to discuss the potential of the list, the changing needs of subscribers and the future direction of HABSBURG. In particular, we would welcome any feedback from our subscribers.

Your HABSBURG team,
Andrew Behrendt – Review Editor
Borislav Chernev – Review Editor
Jonathan Kwan – Review Editor
Timothy Olin – Editor
Marion Romberg – Editor, Subscription manager and webmaster

Please register with marion.romberg@oeaw.ac.at until June 3rd, 2018.